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Colorado switch plate

Check out the installation video! The Lightforce Switch Fascia that fits the Holden Colorado replaces the existing fascia located in the central lower splash of a Holden Colorado that has two 12v sockets. The product is compatible with all thirteen 2017, 2018 and 2019 Holden Colorados from base 2×4 models to 4×4 Z71. The fascia is a direct replacement injected molded ABS/PC
panel, with zero modification of the existing surrounding console, improving the OEM appearance of the vehicle. It will accommodate 5 standard OEM style switches or 3 OEM style switches when the existing heater switches are utilized (Z71 model). Standard OEM style switches used are the popular and easily accessible aftermarket switches Lightforce part #CBSWTY2 (top
row) and CBSWTY (bottom row). Lightforce dual switch CBSWTY2D is also compatible allowing for up to 6 individual switched outputs from the top row locations. A single switch (CBSWTY2) and two switch substances are provided with the fascia; the substances have been designed to accommodate THE REDARC® Tow-Pro™ remote brake controller. On the back of the hatches
will be two corresponding indents to aid in drilling the 2 required holes, extra substances are available. For models without heater seat switches the two lower places will require additional switches (not included). No gear cover is available for the 2 lower gear slots. Fascia is a chip/gray finish similar to OEM color, installation takes about 20 minutes and only requires a medium
Phillips, blade screwdriver and trim removal tool (recommended) that the surrounding console simply pulls off. The new switch fascia moves in all exactly the same mounting points as the original OEM so precise fitment is retained, no additional fixtures or glue required. The 2 existing 12v outlets and plastic retaining clips will need to be removed from the original fascia and fitted
into the new fascia. In addition, for the Z71 model the heater switches are also reused. If mounting our dual USB charger (CBUSBTY2), this must go in the central upper location. Compatible with the D-Max and MUX with the following modifications: Since the Holden Colorado has 2 cig sockets and the D-Max/MUX only one, the hole that is left must be utilized, so I've mounted a
round USB charging point to it, our new dual voltmeter/USB charger can also be used here. First, the hole must be increased in diameter to accommodate the USB charger to 28mm using a cone drill. SWITCHES SUITABLE FOR TOP ROW FITMENT: SWITCHES SUITABLE FOR BOTTOM ROW FITMENT: Installation Manual – CBFASCIA2 Download Lightforce Switch Fascia
to fit Holden Colorado replaces the existing fascia located in the central lower splash of a Holden Colorado that has two 12v sockets. The product is compatible with all thirteen 2017, 2018 and 2019 Holden Colorados from the base 2x4 models to 4x4 Z71. Fascia is a direct replacement injected molded ABS/PC panel, with zero modification of the existing improve the OEM look of
the vehicle. It will accommodate 5 standard OEM style switches or 3 OEM style switches when the existing heater switches are utilized (Z71 model). Standard OEM style switches used are the popular and readily available aftermarket switches Lightforce part #CBSWTY2 (top row) and CBSWTY (bottom row). Lightforce dual switch CBSWTY2D is also compatible allowing for up to
6 individual switched outputs from the top row locations. A single switch (CBSWTY2) and two switch substances are provided with the fascia; the substances have been designed to accommodate THE REDARC® Tow-Pro™ remote brake controller. On the back of the hatches will be two corresponding indents to aid in drilling the 2 required holes, extra substances are available.
For models without heater seat switches the two lower places will require additional switches (not included). No gear cover is available for the 2 lower gear slots. Fascia is a chip/gray finish similar to OEM color, installation takes about 20 minutes and only requires a medium Phillips, blade screwdriver and trim removal tool (recommended) that the surrounding console simply pulls
off. The new switch fascia moves in all exactly the same mounting points as the original OEM so precise fitment is retained, no additional fixtures or glue required. The 2 existing 12v outlets and plastic retaining clips will need to be removed from the original fascia and fitted into the new fascia. In addition, for the Z71 model the heater switches are also reused. Fascia Contains: 2 x
CBSWB Switch topics for Lightforce Fascia. 1 x CBSWTY2Lightforce Switch. Wall tiles Wall tiles are standard 15 x 15 x .25 inch (38.1 x 38.1 x .64 cm) black polycarbonate panels. They come complete with all wiring and terminal connections required. [message_box=Options include: color=blue] Basic timing (model WLP-T) Diving Only (model WLP-D) Timing / diving (model WLP-
TD) double timing / diving (model WLP-TTD) Triple Timing / diving (model WLP-TTTD)[/message_box] [contact -form-7 404 Not Found] Owners of Holden Colorado 4WD Dual-cab utes will be pleased to hear that Lightforce has added a new replacement switch fascia to its range to fit the 2017/2018 Holden Colorado. Automakers have recently begun to omit or drastically reduce
the number of switch blanks in their design, causing sadness among 4X4 enthusiasts who want to accessorise their vehicle. Switches required to run accessories such as Lightforce headlights, a winch, Redarc TowPro®, a refrigerator, UHF radio and other 4WD accessories must be placed somewhere on the dashboard of the vehicle. After monitoring the online forums of
aftermarket enthusiasts and consulting with our dealers and customers, Lightforce has designed switch fascias that can be seamlessly integrated into a vehicle's dashboard to solve the problem. Switch Fascia for Ford Ranger has been hugely successful for our customers as they solve all identified in the case of consultation. Both fascias are easy to install and add of multiple
switches to the dash retaining the OEM look, said Tarnia Conti, Chief Operating Officer of Lightforce. The new Lightforce Switch Fascia for 2017 Holden Colorado is designed to enable fitment of up to ten accessory switches, while improving the factory appearance of your 2017/2018 Holden Colorado across the various models – from the 2x4 LS- LT- LTZ and Storm versions to
the Z71. The Lightforce Switch Fascia for 2017 Holden Colorado has a silver metallic finish that complements the factory dashboard, with no changes required to the surrounding console. For Z71 model owners, there's more good news! There are places in the fascia to maintain the seat heating function. During installation, simply refit the original factory switches to the Lightforce
Switch Fascia panel. Lightforce Switch Fascia for the 2017 Holden Colorado panel comes with a single switch and two switch blanks. For models without seat heating switches, the two lower locations will require the inclusion of switch adadeators for additional switches, which can also be used as blanks (both sold separately). The first Lightforce-designed switchfascia was
released to great demand in 2016 and is dedicated to the Ford Ranger PX2 and Everest models from 2015 onwards. The design is patented by Lightforce and is a testament to our ability to design, design and manufacture high-performance products and solutions to meet the needs of our customers, says Tarnia Conti. The Lightforce Switch Fascia series is part of the suite of
innovative products offered by Lightforce today, including Driving Lights and LED Bars, auxiliary lights, cabling, switches and mounting accessories. Since switch fascia for 2017 Holden Colorado is a genuine Lightforce product, the thinking has been made for you. The product fit is straightforward and the fascia is covered by a three-year Lightforce warranty. Read more about
Holden Switch Replacement Fascia here. eBay part number:283170203462 The seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Last Updated on 07 Dec, 2020 14:50:47 AEDST Show All Revisions Condition: Brand New: A brand new, unused, unopened, undamaged product in its original packaging (where packaging is applicable). Packaging should be the same as that found in a
shop, unless the product was packaged by the manufacturer in packages that are not retail, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See all conditional definitions- opens in a new window or tab... Read moreabout the condition Brand: LIGHTFORCE Warranty: 3 year manufacturer part number: CBFASCIA2 + CBRJ45FP + CBSWTY2DL
Features: LED Light Custom Bundle: No UPC: Does not apply Modified Article: No Kit or Single Part: Kit Non-Domestic Product: No Antenna Type: UHF UHF
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